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Introduction Several deconvolution methods have been proposed to increase the angular resolution of HARDI or QBI [1][2]. However, there is no deconvolution
method directly applied to diffusion ODF without resorting to spherical decomposition. In this study, we developed a deconvolution method that could be directly
applied to diffusion ODF, thus extending its applicability to other q-space methods such as DSI and generalized q-space imaging (GQI) [3]. Moreover, this proposed
method attempts to minimize the isotropic background effect, which was reported to degrade the result of spherical deconvolution [4]. To test the performance of the
proposed method, it was applied to QBI, DSI, and GQI to present the fiber ODFs. Also,
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Diffusion ODF
Fiber ODF
The fiber ODF Ψf can be estimated through deconvolution with Tikhonov’s regularization.
After the deconvolution, the extracted isotropic component is added back to reflect the
partial volume condition, resulting in the overall fiber ODF Ψf * as
ψ f * = (1 − f 0 )ψ f + f 0 ψ I .

Methods A 29-year-old healthy volunteer was scanned on a Siemens 3T TIM scanner by

using a 12-channel head coil and single-shot echo planar imaging sequence with parameters
listed in table 1. Under the same spatial parameters, diffusion weighted images were QBI
acquired by three different q-space sampling schemes: one-shell, grid, two-shell, which
were further reconstructed by QBI, DSI, and GQI, respectively. For each method, the
reconstructed diffusion ODFs received further deconvolution to obtain the fiber ODFs.
Results The diffusion and fiber ODFs of QBI, DSI, and GQI were shown in Fig1, where
the slice is located in the centrum semiovale, a region where corticospinal tract, corpus
callosum, and superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) cross each other. For all three q-space
methods, the diffusion ODFs presented coarser contours whereas fiber ODF presented
sharper ones. The zoom-in images in axial view showed that the fiber ODFs clearly
delineated the directions of callosal fibers aligned horizontally, and those of SLF aligned
vertically. The most obvious sharpening effect was observed in GQI, which had the coarsest
contours in diffusion ODFs since the scanning time was only 10 minutes. The fiber ODFs of DSI
DSI in gray matter is further illustrated in Fig. 2, where the dull ODF contours in gray
matter correctly reflected the isotropic background condition. This suggested that the
proposed method could avoid showing false fibers in such condition.
Discussion We demonstrated that
the proposed deconvolution method
could estimate fiber ODFs from
diffusion ODFs reconstructed by QBI,
DSI, and GQI. The fiber ODFs
obtained by the proposed method
presented sharper contour, suggesting
better angular resolution. The GQI
isotropic background effect in gray
matter could also be modeled. Both
advantages may facilitate fiber
Fig2. The fiber ODFs of DSI in gray matter (red). The isotropic
tracking, especially for tracking
background condition did not degrade the ODF.
methods that require a high angular
resolution reconstruction method robust to noise and isotropic diffusion condition. Further
Fig1. The diffusion ODFs of QBI, DSI, GQI and their fiber ODFs obtained by the
study is still needed to investigate the improvement of angular resolution quantitatively.
proposed deconvolution method. The fiber ODFs of all three methods present sharper
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